Hi and welcome to the Warhammer Forge catalogue

Warhammer Forge is a part of Forge World responsible for making resin models for Games Workshop’s Warhammer universe. Hopefully these next few pages will answer many of your questions and help you in using our catalogue and to order models from Forge World.

Who are Forge World and what do they do?

Forge World is part of Games Workshop based in Nottingham, England. Forge World started making a range of highly detailed resin models from the Worlds of Warhammer and Warhammer 40,000 in 1999 and this catalogue is now packed with wonderful models, both large and small.

All Forge World models are supplied unassembled and unpainted, and currently include models and terrain for Warhammer and Warhammer 40,000, Battlefleet Gothic, Aeronautica Imperialis and Epic 40,000.

We have our own team controlling the design, manufacturing, shipping, sales and customer service of the ever growing range of Forge World models.

We hope you get as much pleasure out of building, painting and using these models as we have in creating them!

How can I buy Forge World models?

Forge World send mail orders all over the world. No matter where you live, Forge World will almost certainly have sent mail orders to that part of the World before.

You can buy Forge World models in several different ways. You can use our online store, our English language telephone line, fax your order to us or send it in via post.

How can I place a Forge World mail order?

1) Use the secure Forge World online store at www.forgeworld.co.uk

2) By telephone on our English language mail order line. Our phone line is open between 9am and 6pm Monday to Friday UK time. The telephone number you must dial depends on which country you are calling from. To call from within the UK just dial 0115 900 4995. To call Forge World from the USA or Canada you will need to dial 011 44 115 900 4995. To call from many of the countries in Europe you will need to dial 00 44 115 900 4995. If you have problems, please contact your international operator for help and advice.

3) By fax using a copy of the order form on page 55 of this catalogue. To fax us from within the UK just dial 0115 900 4882. To fax Forge World from the USA or Canada you will need to dial 011 44 115 900 4882. To call from many of the countries in Europe you will need to dial 00 44 115 900 4882. If you have problems, please contact your international operator for help and advice.

4) By post using a copy of the order form on page 55 of this catalogue addressed to Forge World, Games Workshop, Willow Road, Lenton, Nottingham, NG7 2WS, UK.

How can I pay for my order?

Payment can be made by:

1) Credit card. (VISA and MasterCard only.)

2) Debit Card. (UK Maestro, Solo, VISA and Delta.)

All credit and debit card orders will be charged in £ Sterling at the £ Sterling price which will be converted to your own currency on your card statement by your card company. The Euro € and US$ prices in this catalogue are shown for customers wishing to pay by Cheque (Please note it may take time to clear your cheque) or Money Order in those currencies. For an example of a current exchange rate visit www.xe.com or contact your card company. Please note this exchange rate may not be the one being used by your card company.

3) Personal Cheque or Postal Money Order made payable to ‘Games Workshop Ltd’ in £ Sterling, Euros € or US$. All Postal Money Orders must be cashable in the UK.

4) Bank Transfer. For orders over £300 we can arrange to take payment by bank transfer. Note that there is an additional charge of £10.00/€15.00/$20.00 for this and that it can take up to two weeks for the transfer to be completed. Please telephone us for details.

Shipping and Handling questions answered

When it comes to shipping, you have a choice between First Class mail and Express Delivery. First Class costs 12% of the order total within the UK, 15% for the rest of the world. Upgrading to Express Delivery costs an additional £12 within the UK and £15 for the rest of the world but is a lot faster. If your order adds up to £250 or more of models or books etc, you will automatically receive completely free shipping and upgraded to express with our compliments!

Please note that as the Forge World offices and warehouse are closed on Sundays, orders placed on Saturday evening and Sunday will be processed from the next working day.

The delivery date of orders is dependant on stock availability. Choosing the Express Delivery option will ensure the earliest possible delivery date. If your order is time sensitive or you wish to check the availability of a particular item we recommend you call our customer service team.

As a rule, please allow 28 days from date of ordering for delivery. If you think your order should have been delivered already, please contact your local post office and check it is not being held there as our packages are often too big for your letterbox!
I have a question about my order. What should I do?

If you have any questions, the easiest and fastest way of getting them answered is to telephone one of our friendly and knowledgeable staff. If this is just not possible then you can email us but it may not be possible for us to reply as quickly as we would like so we do recommend calling us.

If calling about an order, please have either the delivery note from the order or your receipt from the online store so we can take the relevant details we need and get to work helping you.

Can I buy Forge World models anywhere else?

Yes. Forge World products can also be purchased from any of the events that we attend. For an up to date list of events we will be attending over the next few months please visit the Events section of the Forge World website.

We usually use these shows as an opportunity to release brand new models and show off work in progress. They are also your chance to ask any questions you have face to face with the Forge World and Warhammer Forge staff.

As Forge World often cannot take our entire range with us to every show, to guarantee getting the models you want at these events we recommend sending a reservation order to us. All we need is your name, which show or event you want to collect your order at and of course, your list of models. We will then pack up your order, take it with us and it will be there waiting for you at the show.

Terms and Conditions

To save room for more new models, we have decided not to print Forge World’s Terms and Conditions in our catalogue. Of course, these are available upon request by calling us on 0115 900 4995 or online at http://www.forgeworld.co.uk/Home/Help.html These terms and conditions apply to every contact between you and Games Workshop Limited (trading as Forge World) so we recommend that you read them carefully before purchasing anything.

Forge World reserve the right to change any prices, availability and content of any products at any time and without notice.

Where have some of the other models gone?

Our range of models has become so large that we can no longer fit them all in our catalogue. Many of these models, such as the one shown above, can still be found on our website www.forgeworld.co.uk
EMPIRE MARIENBURG CLASS LANDSHIP
(Product Code: 99590202005)
This towering behemoth is named after, commissioned by, and paid for by the vast coffers of the wealthy burghers of the independent city-state of Marienburg, notorious for having bought its secession from the Empire. The mighty Land Ship is an insane sight upon the field of battle. It is a mobile fortress of oak and iron that crushes enemy troops beneath its wheels and discharges volleys of deadly shot from its deck guns and light cannon. Mighty, that is, if the somewhat experimental boiler doesn’t catch fire, explode, or cause the wheels to fall off!

This massive, superbly detailed, multi-part resin kit, designed by Tim Adcock, is supplied with six resin crew figures sculpted by Steve Whitehead: three Deck Gunners, a Captain, an Engineer-Steersman and a Lookout. Complete resin kit.
Price: £115.00 (€150.00, US$190.00, A$207.00)

ELSPETH VON DRAKEN ON CARMINE DRAGON
(Product Code: 99590202010)
The ‘Graveyard Rose’ Elspeth von Draken, Magisterix of the Amethyst College and arch-wizard of the Lore of Death. Von Draken is born of a long bloodline touched by the Winds of Magic, a bloodline that has produced both heroes and monsters in its time, and the Dark Lady of Nuln is undoubtedly one of the most powerful Amethyst wizards of the age.

Appearing as a spectre of death, gowned in robes so black as to be woven from shadow and bearing a keening scythe, forged with Dark magic, Magisterix von Draken has long been a hidden defender of the Empire, and her life and acts in its defence are shrouded in both secrecy and suspicion.

The model depict Elspeth von Draken riding a Carmine Dragon side saddle on a towering throne etched with detailed iconography of the Amethyst College and surrounded by alchemical familiar-cherubs. Model designed by Edgar Skomorowski and Trish Carden. Complete resin kit.
Price: £70.00 (€92.00, US$61.60, A$127.00)
THEODORE BRUCKNER AND REAPER
(Product Code: 99590202004)
Theodore Bruckner is a giant of a man, the serving Judicial Champion of Nuln and Countess Emmanuelle’s Headsman. Wielding the ancient sword ‘Liarsbane’, Bruckner will often take to the field of battle alongside the Iron Companies of Nuln, mounted on the fearsome Demigryph, Reaper, which is perhaps the largest of its kind.
Full resin set containing this mighty champion both mounted on his fell Demigryph and on foot. Four different head options are included: two different variations of both a helmeted and bare head, providing a wealth of modelling options. Models designed by Kev White.
Price: £36.00 (€47.00, US$59.00, A$65.00)

LIETPOLD THE BLACK
Border Prince, mercenary general, wanted criminal and dastardly sell-sword, Lietpold the Bloody, also known as Lietpold the Thrice-Cursed, Lietpold the Butcher and Lietpold the Liar, is a man to whom profit is more valued than honour or loyalty. Renowned across the Old World for his bloodthirsty and treacherous exploits, Lietpold is a vain, arrogant, vicious, paranoid and cruel despot; as bloody a tyrant as any in the Border Princes.
Price: £14.00 (€18.00, US$23.00, A$25.00)

EMPIRE IRONSIDES HANDGUNNER CONVERSION SET
(Product Code: 99590202006)
The Ironsides Handgunner conversion kit contains ten resin figures and is designed to be used with the plastic Empire Handgunner weapons. This is ideal for Detachments, as it allows modellers to build twenty missile troops (ten Crossbowmen and ten fully armoured Nuln Ironsides) using a single plastic kit. Models designed by Keith Robertson.
Price: £25.00 (€33.00, US$41.00, A$45.00)

EMPIRE IRONSIDES COMMAND
(Product Code: 99590202007)
The current commander of the Nuln Ironsides is Jubal Falk, an engineer with a flair for tactical matters who many consider destined to become Guildmaster of the Gunnery School. The set contains three complete resin miniatures: Castellan-Engineer Falk, a musician and a standard bearer. Models designed by Keith Robertson.
Price: £15.00 (€20.00, US$25.00, A$27.00)

EMPIRE MANANN’S BLADES CONVERSION SET
(Product Code: 99590202008)
The Manann’s Blades conversion Kit contains ten resin figures designed to be used with the plastic Warhammer Empire State Troops weapons. Twenty infantry can be built from a single plastic kit combined this finely detailed resin conversion kit. Models designed by Steve Whitehead.
Price: £25.00 (€33.00, US$41.00, A$45.00)

EMPIRE MANANN’S BLADES COMMAND
(Captain Edvard Van Der Kraal has been many things in his life, almost all of them disreputable. Despite his ruthlessness, he is a man of his word which makes him rare indeed and much sought after as a mercenary. The kit contains three complete miniatures: Captain Van Der Kraalva Standard Bearer and Musician. Models designed by Steve Whitehead.
Price: £15.00 (€20.00, US$25.00, A$27.00)

Border Prince, mercenary general, wanted criminal and dastardly sell-sword, Lietpold the Bloody, also known as Lietpold the Thrice-Cursed, Lietpold the Butcher and Lietpold the Liar, is a man to whom profit is more valued than honour or loyalty. Renowned across the Old World for his bloodthirsty and treacherous exploits, Lietpold is a vain, arrogant, vicious, paranoid and cruel despot; as bloody a tyrant as any in the Border Princes.
Price: £14.00 (€18.00, US$23.00, A$25.00)
CHAOS WARMAMMOTH
(Product Code: 99590201100)
Complete resin kit with Howdah including a Chaos Lord and 8 plastic Marauders with parts to convert two to a Beastmaster and Drummer. Model designed by Daniel Cockersell. Chaos Lord converted from a figure sculpted by Jes Goodwin.
Price: £233.00 (€303.00, US$385.00, A$419.00)

CARMINE DRAGON
(Product Code: 99590299052)
Carmine Dragons are named for their scales, which darken from a deep red when young to a purple so dark as to be almost black when they age. Complete resin kit that stands 8” (203mm) tall and has a 5” (125mm) wingspan. Model designed by Trish Carden.
Price: £55.00 (€73.00, US$92.00, A$101.00)

GIANT SPINED CHAOS BEAST
(Product Code: 99599915001)
Large Chaos Daemonic beast rules and background can be found in Warhammer Storm of Magic. Complete resin kit, base not included. Model designed by Daniel Cockersell.
Price: £54.00 (€70.00, US$89.00, A$97.00)

WARHAMMER FIRE DRAGON
(Product Code: 99590299002)
Can be used as a Great or Emperor Fire Dragon as described in Warhammer Storm of Magic. This huge Warhammer Fire Dragon model is approximately 9” (200mm) high and 13” (330mm) long to the curve in the tail. Complete resin model designed by Daniel Cockersell.
Price: £145.00 (€189.00, US$239.00, A$261.00)

GREAT CHAOS SPAWN
(Product Code: 99599915002)
Great Chaos Spawn rules and background can be found in Warhammer Storm of Magic. Complete resin kit, Model designed by Daniel Cockersell.
Price: £47.00 (€61.00, US$78.00, A$85.00)

BONEGRINDER GIANT
(Product Code: 99590299004)
The largest of Giants are called Bonegrinders. The rules and background can be found in Warhammer Storm of Magic. Enormous 8.25 inch (210mm) high five part resin model. Model designed by Mark Bedford and Sean Green.
Price: £93.00 (€121.00, US$154.00, A$167.00)
SKAVEN EXALTED VERMIN LORD
(Product Code: 99590206001)
Few creatures in the Warhammer world are as horrific and unnatural as the so-called Vermin Lords. At once majestic and nauseating, these incarnate icons of the Horned Rat are both worshipped and feared in equal measure by the Skaven, for they are wiser and more wicked than any living Grey Seer.
The Exalted Vermin Lord, crouched atop a ruined pillar etched with the scratchscript of the Underfolk, with chunks of warpstone and the runes of its summoning embedded into its loathsome, squamous hide, the Exalted Vermin Lord clutches an immense, gnarled Doom Glaive in one palsied claw. Complete resin kit, model designed by Mark Bedford. Empire figure shown for scale purposes only.
Price: £45.00 (€59.00, US$74.00, A$81.00)

SKAVEN BROOD HORROR
(Product Code: 99590209002)
When the beastmasters of Clan Moulder spawn a pack of Giant Pox Rats, there is occasionally one among them who will brutally devour the rest of the brood, growing fat and bloated in both strength and savagery, the twisted forms of its kin still visible as they writhe and claw at their fleshy prison.
The Exalted Vermin Lord, crouched atop a ruined pillar etched with the scratchscript of the Underfolk, with chunks of warpstone and the runes of its summoning embedded into its loathsome, squamous hide, the Exalted Vermin Lord clutches an immense, gnarled Doom Glaive in one palsied claw. Complete resin kit, model designed by Mark Bedford. Empire figure shown for scale purposes only.
Price: £32.00 (€42.00, US$53.00, A$69.00)

SKAVEN BROOD HORROR WITH WARLORD
(Product Code: 99590206003)
The so-called Skaven Brood Horrors are prized by the Master-Moulders, traded to the wealthier Skaven Clans for many thousands of warp-tokens for use as a war-mount by especially powerful, or ostentatious, Skaven warlords, or goaded into battle to flail and crush the foe beneath its clawed limbs and to bite and savage with its razored teeth.
The Exalted Vermin Lord, crouched atop a ruined pillar etched with the scratchscript of the Underfolk, with chunks of warpstone and the runes of its summoning embedded into its loathsome, squamous hide, the Exalted Vermin Lord clutches an immense, gnarled Doom Glaive in one palsied claw. Complete resin kit, model designed by Mark Bedford. Empire figure shown for scale purposes only.
Price: £42.00 (€55.00, US$69.00, A$76.00)
**CHAOS**

**BLOODTHIRSTER GREATER DAEMON OF KHORNE**  
(Product Code: 99599915003)  
A huge Bloodthirster standing 240mm (9.5 inches) tall to the top of his axe. Figures shown for scale purposes only.  
Model designed by Daniel Cockersell.  
Price: £140.00 (€182.00, US$231.00, A$252.00)

**KEEPER OF SECRETS GREATER DAEMON OF SLAANESH**  
(Product Code: 99599915004)  
Complete resin kit that stands 165 mm (6.5 inches) tall to the tip of its left hand. Model designed by Daniel Cockersell  
Price: £88.00 (€114.00, US$145.00, A$158.00)

**GREAT UNCLEAN ONE GREATER DAEMON OF NURGLE**  
/Product Code: 99599915005)  
Complete resin kit including alternate horns that stands 110mm (4 inches) tall.  
Model designed by Daniel Cockersell  
Price: £104.00 (€135.00, US$172.00, A$187.00)

**LORD OF CHANGE GREATER DAEMON OF TZEENTCH**  
/Product Code: 99599915008)  
Complete resin kit that stands 240mm (9.5 inches) tall to the tip of the left hand. Model designed by Daniel Cockersell  
Price: £140.00 (€182.00, US$231.00, A$252.00)

**TAMURKHAN ON TOAD DRAGON**  
/Product Code: 99590201014)  
Some tales speak of Tamurkhan as a scion of the Great Kurgan, one of four sons each cast to the four winds to conquer and enslave. Others claim that he was once no more than a corpse-canker grown fat and clever on the spoils of the battlefield. Under his command is the mighty Toad Dragon Bubebolos, a huge, reeking, primeval horror and greatest of all its bloated kind. Full resin kit.  
Base not included  
Model designed by Mark Bedford  
Price: £125.00 (€163.90, US$206.00, A$225.00)

**KAZYK THE BEFOULED ON ROT BEAST**  
/Product Code: 99590201013)  
Lieutenant to the mighty Tamurkhan the Maggot Lord himself, the fell champion Kazyk, known as the Befouled, is little more than a rotting sack of putrescence held together by the will to destroy. Such are the rotting blessings gifted to him that he must be all but hacked apart before his malefic spirit will cease to be. Complete resin kit.  
Model designed by Mark Bedford  
Price: £25.00 (€33.00, US$41.00, A$45.00)
NURGLE BILE TROLLS
(Product Code: 99590201011)
Bile Trolls were tainted in ancient days by consuming the rancid corpses of a defeated Nurgle-worshipping horde, and now suffer a twisted, hellish existence. Pack of three resin multi park Bile Trolls. Models designed by Steve Whitehead.
Price: £43.00 (£56.00, US$71.00, A$77.00)

NURGLE PLAGUE OGRES
(Product Code: 99590201012)
A set of three resin multi-part Plague Ogres. Models designed by Keith Robertson. The heads and weapons of these Ogres are fully interchangeable across the three different bodies that are supplied.
Price: £43.00 (£56.00, US$71.00, A$77.00)

Sayl is pre-eminent among the Dolgan tribe, and his rise to ascendancy began with his allegiance to Schalkain the Vile, as one of his seven seer-apprentices. Eventually Schalkain was manipulated into conducting a dark rite involving Sayl and three fellow ‘loyal’ apprentices which resulted in Schalkain’s horrific death, while the three surviving acolytes were twisted into a terrible beast known as Nightmaw.
Sayl The Faithless model designed by Mark Bedford, Nightmaw model designed by Daniel Cockersell.
Price: £22.00 (£29.00, US$36.00, A$40.00)

NURGLE PLAGUE TOADS
(Product Code: 99590201009)
Set of three resin models. Models designed by Mark Bedford.
Price: £43.00 (£56.00, US$71.00, A$77.00)

EMPEROR CHAOS DRAGON
(Product Code: 99590299003)
Massive resin model of a two headed Chaos Dragon. The model stands approximately 280mm (11 inches) tall and 400mm (15.75 inches) wide. Rules and background for Emperor Chaos Dragons can be found in Storm of Magic.
Model designed by Daniel Cockersell.
Price: £208.00 (£270.00, US$343.00, A$374.00)

NURGLE PLAGUE RIDERS
(Product Code: 99590201010)
Three resin Plaguebearers that can be used in conjunction with Plague Toads. Models designed by Mark Bedford.
Price: £12.00 (£16.00, US$20.00, A$22.00)

CHAOS SIEGE GIANT
(Product Code: 99590299051)
A mutilated, half-insane creature made proof against attack by layer upon layer of iron and bronze plates nailed deep into the creature’s flesh and even directly to its massive skeleton, armed with huge blades spliced onto its truncated arms. A complete resin and plastic kit. Model designed by Keith Robertson.
Price: £38.00 (£50.00, US$63.00, A$68.00)
CHAOS DWARF INFERNAL GUARD

The Infernal Guard march beneath the cruel iron visage of Hashut, the fell daemon-god of their dark race. The clamour of their iron-shod strides are accompanied by the dolorous pounding of cruel drums. Clad in Blackshard armour forged not just from iron and fire but also from blood, souls and the very stuff of Chaos, the Infernal Guard head into battle with the pain and suffering of their dark realm forged into their blades and hammers in the form of smouldering runes of torment and death.

Infernal Guard have been know to wield exotic weapons such as Firegliaves. The Fireglave is a compact repeating handgun that also incorporates a single-edged blade that can be wielded much like a halberd. The Fireglave is a complicated weapon to manufacture, and a difficult one to master, so their use is largely confined to the elite and to the Chaos Dwarf Daemonsmiths that fashion them.

Models designed by Edgar Skomorowski

Price: £55.00 (£73.00, US$92.00, A$101.00)

CHAOS DWARF INFERNAL GUARD WITH FIREGLAIVES

(Product Code: 99590211005)

Pack of 10 multi part resin models.

Price: £36.00 (£47.00, US$59.00, A$65.00)

CHAOS DWARF INFERNAL COMMAND

The Infernal Guard Command Group comprises three full resin figures: a Castellan, Standard Bearer and a Musician. The set also contains weapon options for the Castellan.

Price: £16.00 (£21.00, US$26.00, A$29.00)

BALE TAURUS

(Product Code: 99590211009)

The grim Dark Lands which the Chaos Dwarfs make their home are a dread and forbidding place, and birthing ground for many strange and unnatural creatures. None, however, are more sought after by the Dawi Zharr than the dread Bale Taurus of the Volcanic Heights.

To the Chaos Dwarfs, this mighty beast’s resemblance to their terrible god Hashut, the Father of Darkness, is no mere coincidence. Taking the form of an immense, winged daemoniac bull whose flesh burns with the intensity of a furnace, wreathing it in smouldering shadow and sparking the ground afire beneath its hooves.

Model designed by Steve Whitehead

Price: £55.00 (£73.00, US$92.00, A$101.00)
CHAOS DWARFS

CHAOS DWARF DREADQUAKE MORTAR
(Product Code: 99590211010)
The terrifying Dreadquake Mortar is amongst the largest and most devastating of the siege engines fielded by the Dwai Zharr. Akin to the bombards used by other races, the Dreadquake Mortar uses a vast boiler to generate steam pressure to fire its munitions. The sorcerous energies bound within these immense, volatile shells explode on impact, striking the battlefield like a hammer blow and causing untold devastation.
Complete resin kit. Dreadquake Mortar designed by Tim Adcock and Keith Robertson. Crew designed by Keith Robertson.
Price: £75.00 (€98.00, US$123.00, A$135.00)

CHAOS DWARF IRON DAEMON
(Product Code: 99590211004)
The Iron Daemon is a compact, steam-driven armoured traction engine. Its boilers allow it to haul smaller war machines and munitions to the battlefield, and simultaneously operate pressure-fed cannonades. This means that the Iron Daemon is a powerful war machine, a fully mobile artillery piece capable of smashing down fortifications and hacking apart ranks of soldiers with murderous ease. The Chaos Dwarf Iron Daemon is a complete resin kit supplied with three detailed crew. Model designed by Tim adcock, crew designed by Thais Mariblanca Lopez.
Price: £50.00 (€65.00, US$83.00, A$90.00)

CHAOS DWARF DEATH SHRIEKER ROCKET
(Product Code: 99590211007)
The Chaos Dwarf Deathshrieker Rocket Launcher is a full resin war machine supplied with three Chaos Dwarf crew models. This kit is available to pre-order now for despatch in the week commencing 27th June. Deathshrieker Rocket Launcher model designed by Tim Adcock, crew models designed by Edgar Skomorowski.
Price: £32.00 (€42.00, US$53.00, A$72.00)

CHAOS DWARF MAGMA CANNON
(Product Code: 99590211008)
The Chaos Dwarf Magma Cannon is a finely detailed resin kit that contains three unique Chaos Dwarf crew models. While eminently effective as a stand-alone artillery piece, the Magma Cannon may also be towed by an Iron Daemon, allowing it great manoeuvrability across the battlefield and maximising its short-ranged destructive potential. Magma Cannon model designed by Tim Adcock, crew models designed by Edgar Skomorowski.
Price: £38.00 (€50.00, US$63.00, A$86.00)
OGRE RHINOX THUNDERLORD
(Product Code: 99590213001)
Rhinox Thunderlord includes 1 complete resin Rhinox with Ogre Thunderlord.
Model designed by Daniel Cockersell.
Price: £42.00 (€55.00, US$69.00, A$76.00)

OGRE RHINOX CAVALRY 1
(Product Code: 99590213002)
Rhinox Cavalry includes 1 complete resin Rhinox and 1 Ogre Bull sprue allowing you to make 1 rider and 1 Ogre Bull on foot. Model designed by Daniel Cockersell.
Price: £31.00 (€40.00, US$51.00, A$56.00) each

OGRE RHINOX CAVALRY 2
(Product Code: 99590213003)
Rhinox Cavalry includes 1 complete resin Rhinox and 1 Ogre Bull sprue allowing you to make 1 rider and 1 Ogre Bull on foot. Model designed by Daniel Cockersell.
Price: £31.00 (€40.00, US$51.00, A$56.00) each
RUINED STONE BRIDGE  
(Product Code: 99590299045)  
Three Piece ruined stone bridge.  
Master model by Simon Harris.  
Price: £25.00 (€33.00, US$41.00, A$45.00)

TOMB AND ALTAR  
(Product Code: 99590299048)  
Set contains altar piece and tomb lid which lifts off to reveal crypt stairs and skeleton. Master model by Simon Harris.  
Price: £25.00 (€33.00, US$41.00, A$45.00)

WARHAMMER COLLAPSED STONE WALLS  
(Product Code: 99590299042)  
Price: £9.50 (€12.00, US$15.00, A$17.00)

GOTHIC GRAVEYARD SET  
(Product Code: 99590299031)  
The Gothic Graveyard set provides everything you need to create a small graveyard area. Set includes Gothic Wall Gateway, Gothic Wall Straights x2, Gothic Wall Curved Corner x2, Gothic Wall 90 Degree Corner, Gothic Wall Gate Posts, Graves and Sprue of 4 plastic Skeletons.  
Model designed by Simon Harris.  
Price: £52.00 (€68.00, US$86.00, A$94.00)

WARHAMMER EARTHWORKS  
(Product Code: 99590299049)  
Set contains five detailed parts to make two feet of Earthworks. Includes a position to install an artillery piece. Empire Great Cannon shown for illustration purposes only. Master model by Simon Harris.  
Price: £42.00 (€55.00, US$69.00, A$76.00)
Forge World produce a range of highly detailed resin models from the worlds of Warhammer and Warhammer 40,000. The models we produce currently include Imperial Armour vehicle and aircraft kits, Battlefleet Gothic spaceships as well as terrain for Warhammer, Warhammer 40,000, Aeronautica Imperialis and Epic 40,000.
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<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sub-total

Shipping and handling

UK 12% OF SUB-TOTAL
ROW 15% OF SUB-TOTAL

Upgrade to Express Delivery?

UK + £12
ROW +£15
SUB-TOTAL => £250 FREE!

Grand-total

Name: ____________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________
City: ____________________________________________
Country: __________________________________________
Post/zip code: _____________________________________
Telephone: _______________________________________
Email: __________________________________________

Cheque [ ] Postal Money Order [ ] Credit Card [ ] Debit Card [ ]

Card number: __________________________
Card Expiry Date: __________________________
CVV2: __________________________
Maestro issue number: __________________________

Valid From /Start Date: __________________________
Cardholder's Signature: __________________________

Cardholder’s name and address if different to above:

________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________

Send this form to: Forge World, Games Workshop LTD, Willow Road, Lenton, Nottingham, NG7 2WS UK.
Or fax on 0115 900 4882 (International 44 115 900 4882)
Tamurkhan: Throne of Chaos is an expansion for Warhammer retelling the brutal conquests and bloody battles of the Chaos Warlord Tamurkhan and his horde in their quest to attain the favour of the Dark Gods. In this 208 page, full-colour hardback book you will find the saga of Tamurkhan the Maggot Lord, lavishly illustrated and darkly detailed, an extensive bestiary section and a campaign system allowing you to fight the battles of Tamurkhan’s horde in exciting tabletop games of Warhammer. Also contained within is a fully playable Chaos Dwarf army list — The Legion of Azgorh — as well as rules for playing massive battles with forces drawn from the different Chaos Army books.

In order to use the game content of this book fully, you will need to have copies of the Warhammer rulebook and the Warriors of Chaos and Empire Army books.

Price: £45.00 (€60.00, US$76.00, A$83.00)